Welcome to Our Newest Stars!

They may not be on the big screen but for us, they always take center stage, whether working directly for Fernside's award-winning team!

Volunteer News
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Eli Hart
Grace Gurney
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Blake Dowlin
Rachel Mousie & Blake Dowlin
Danni Willets
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Katie Edwards & Chris Keys, Bill & Sallie Billingsley, Kim & Tony Black, Jody & Bill Black, Ron & Linda Black, Sarah & Junior Bixler, Sandy & Gary Blum, Bob & Linda Bolling
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Feelings & Findings at Fernside

– I did not want to come.
– Not happy. Upset.
– I felt like an outsider.
– Misunderstood.
– Scared.
– I felt shy and nervous.

Their Fernside experience including the impact their group leaders had on them:

– They made Fernside feel like a second home.
– I liked how they were easy to talk to and fun. They taught me to cope.

Way to Give to Fernside

An Anonymous Supporter of Fernside

Gift Giving Gives Back!

One of the most meaningful gifts can be a gift you give yourself. But in this case, these anonymous donors gifted Fernside! “For my wife’s 75th birthday, she suggested that we give each of our children the opportunity to designate a charity or charities to receive $100 for every year of her life ($7,500).” With his unique and thoughtful gift, we will be able to support the needs of our children in the community. Impacting the lives of the children will be a wonderful way to honor my wife’s birthday as well as a way to provide continuing support to Fernside.

Taking Stock!

If you have some shares of stock sitting around, think about donating them to Fernside! This is one of the best and easiest ways to give more and is a win-win for both the donor and Fernside. This method of giving has become increasingly popular in recent years and we’ve been lucky enough to benefit from some very generous donors including Kirk & Natalie Augspurger. Natalie and her daughter, Amanda, came to Fernside after the death of her brother and father. With the help of their grandmother and their Aunt Jenna, who coordinated a 5k run, over $2,000 was donated to Fernside!

Navigating Grief through Fernside’s Camp Program

This year, all of our camps share a similar theme which highlights the connection between grieving children, teens and adults who are finding their way after experiencing a loss. Themes help guide activities and discussions as well as offer a creative format to process grief.

Navigating Grief: Your Map for the Road Ahead (summer camp)

Navigating Grief: Finding Your Way from Here to There (new retreat)

Navigating Grief: Where Do I Go from Here? (adult retreat)

This year’s summer camp, we encouraged campers to consider tools that traveler use when they’re lost – a compass, a map, street signs, etc. And then we explored what or who guides us after a loss. What is clear and familiar and sometimes we venture down a road less traveled. The team identified tools they could use to help them stay on course.

The Next Step, Reading & Lockland High School Walk in the Park

On April 9, 2016, Lockland High School’s Anthony Munoz Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group, came together to raise awareness on suicide prevention by having a community walk in Glenwood Gardens. All proceeds raised were donated to Fernside! A big thank you to all who supported the event as well as the students and Lockland Middle School Counselor, Xandi Kohring, for helping to coordinate the event.

The Next Steppers

The Ribbon Riot

The Ribbon Riot was a huge success last year on April 30, 2016. She wanted to create a benefit walk which she named The Ribbon Riot, to raise money to find a cure for all cancers after her best friend, Chad Griffin, died from colon cancer two years ago. Katie, her mom Paula and her older sister Sarah, attended our Evening Program groups in 2014-2015. Katie’s Ribbon Riot was a way to honor her dad. She even held the walk on his birthday! She single-handedly made a speech to kick off the walk. She raised money for both Fernside and the American Cancer Society, donating a total of $740 to Fernside!

Bump It Up For Charity

Bump It Up For Charity was a volleyball tournament held at Ross High School on March 11, 2016. Coordinated by ferrside alum, Alexandra Jones, the event was a huge success! Alexandra, a 2016 graduate of Bon High School (now a Xavier University freshman!) attended Fernside with her family after the death of her brother and father. With the help of classname and her Aunt Jenna, who coordinated a 5k run, over $2,000 was donated to Fernside!

The Bump-Up Games

The Ribbon Rioters

The Ribbon Rioters

With a little planning now, you can help ensure the future of Fernside. For more information on planned gifts, contact the Bethesda Community Foundation. Donation is easy and you can maximize the value of your donation. For those who have provided for Fernside in your will or other planned gift, we want to thank you and acknowledge your generosity.

Fernside alum, Alexandra Jester, the event was a huge success! Alexandra, a 2016 graduate of Bon High School (now a Xavier University freshman!) attended Fernside with her family after the death of her brother and father. With the help of her dad, Chad Griffin, died from colon cancer two years ago. Katie, her mom Paula and her older sister Sarah, attended our Evening Program groups in 2014-2015. Katie’s Ribbon Riot was a way to honor her dad. She even held the walk on his birthday! She single-handedly made a speech to kick off the walk. She raised money for both Fernside and the American Cancer Society, donating a total of $740 to Fernside!

For my wife's 75th birthday, she suggested that we give each of our children the opportunity to designate a charity or charities to receive $100 for every year of her life (or $7,500!) with each teenage child receiving an important donation. Our grandchild to designate $750. They had three months to $100 for every year of her life (or $7,500!) with each teenage child receiving an important donation. Our grandchild to designate $750. They had three months to

On April 9, 2016, Lockland High School’s Anthony Munoz Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group, came together to raise awareness on suicide prevention by having a community walk in Glenwood Gardens. All proceeds raised were donated to Fernside! A big thank you to all who supported the event as well as the students and Lockland Middle School Counselor, Xandi Kohring, for helping to coordinate the event.

Fernside alum, Alexandra Jester, the event was a huge success! Alexandra, a 2016 graduate of Bon High School (now a Xavier University freshman!) attended Fernside with her family after the death of her brother and father. With the help of her dad, Chad Griffin, died from colon cancer two years ago. Katie, her mom Paula and her older sister Sarah, attended our Evening Program groups in 2014-2015. Katie’s Ribbon Riot was a way to honor her dad. She even held the walk on his birthday! She single-handedly made a speech to kick off the walk. She raised money for both Fernside and the American Cancer Society, donating a total of $740 to Fernside!
Navigating Grief through Fernside’s Camp Program

This year, all of our three camps share a similar theme which highlights the connection between growing children, teens and adults who are finding their way after experiencing a death. Themes help guide activities and discussion as well as offer a creative format to help them stay on course. The teens sometimes we venture down the road less traveled. The teens are clear and familiar and sometimes we venture down the road less traveled. The teens identified tools they could use to help them stay on course.

Gift-Giving Gives Back!

One of the most meaningful gifts can be a gift you give yourself. But in this case, these anonymous donors gifted Fernside! “For my wife’s 75th birthday, she suggested that we give each of our children the opportunity to designate a charity or service to receive $100 for every year of her life ($7,500) with each young strawhead to designate $370. They had three months to select the charities they would support and at a family dinner, each person shared the charity they would designate and why. While all the children have always been sensitive to community support, it was especially gratifying to see the thought that our children put into their selections. As a result of my wife’s birthday suggestion, thirteen charities were set on a giving path.”

Way to Give to Fernside

An Anonymous Supporter of Fernside

Fernside Thanks...

Cassady Schiller, CPA employees for their $1,000 donation for camper scholarships!

Program News

Feelings & Findings at Fernside

O ur annual evaluation, we ask our children and teens to think back to when they first came to Fernside and how they felt. We ask them to reflect on how their Fernside experience impacted their group leaders, and how they felt about them.

Development News

2016 Hospice of Cincinnati & Fernside Summermont Classic

O ur annual Tuesday fundraiser, The Summermont Classic, sponsored by TriHealth, was once again a huge success raising over $110,000 for Fernside! Special thanks to all of this year’s sponsors along with event speakers, Kelly Schwoering Holden and Holden. Kelly came to Fernside with her two children, Meghan and Brendan, following the death of her husband and their father, Nick, in 2013. Keith and his children, Grace and Holden, came to Fernside after the death of his wife and their mother, Tracy, in 2011. Although they didn’t meet at Fernside, after they were introduced by friends, they discovered their Fernside connection. Hearing from a Fernside youth participant is always a highlight of our event and this year we got to hear from Keith, Kelly and Kelly’s son, Brendan, each describing the impact Fernside has had on their lives.

Gift Taking Stock!

I f you have some shares of stock sitting around, think about donating them to Fernside! This is one of the best and easiest ways to give more and is a win-win for both the donor and Fernside. This method of giving has become increasingly popular in recent years and we’ve been lucky enough to benefit from some very generous donors including Kirk & Natalie Augspurger, Kelly Schoening and her daughter Amanda, who came to Fernside over 20 years ago and she shared why her son and her new husband, Keith have increased their giving over the years. “In the past we have given small donations to Fernside. Due to our great admiration for the organization, we wanted to further support the mission by making a large donation. By giving our gift in stock we could truly maximize the value of our donation.”

Fernside 2016 Camp Erin-Cincinnati

Teen Retreaters Finding Their Way

Keith & Natalie Augspurger

Through their Fernside experience including the impact their group leaders had on them:

Taking Stock!

An Anonymous Supporter of Fernside

Gift-Giving Gives Back!
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Cassady Schiller, CPA employees for their $1,000 donation for camper scholarships!

Program News

Feelings & Findings at Fernside

O ur annual evaluation, we ask our children and teens to think back to when they first came to Fernside and how they felt. We ask them to reflect on how their Fernside experience impacted their group leaders, and how they felt about them.

Development News

2016 Hospice of Cincinnati & Fernside Summermont Classic

O ur annual Tuesday fundraiser, The Summermont Classic, sponsored by TriHealth, was once again a huge success raising over $110,000 for Fernside! Special thanks to all of this year’s sponsors along with event speakers, Kelly Schwoering Holden and Holden. Kelly came to Fernside with her two children, Meghan and Brendan, following the death of her husband and their father, Nick, in 2013. Keith and his children, Grace and Holden, came to Fernside after the death of his wife and their mother, Tracy, in 2011. Although they didn’t meet at Fernside, after they were introduced by friends, they discovered their Fernside connection. Hearing from a Fernside youth participant is always a highlight of our event and this year we got to hear from Keith, Kelly and Kelly’s son, Brendan, each describing the impact Fernside has had on their lives.

Gift Taking Stock!

I f you have some shares of stock sitting around, think about donating them to Fernside! This is one of the best and easiest ways to give more and is a win-win for both the donor and Fernside. This method of giving has become increasingly popular in recent years and we’ve been lucky enough to benefit from some very generous donors including Kirk & Natalie Augspurger, Kelly Schoening and her daughter Amanda, who came to Fernside over 20 years ago and she shared why her son and her new husband, Keith have increased their giving over the years. “In the past we have given small donations to Fernside. Due to our great admiration for the organization, we wanted to further support the mission by making a large donation. By giving our gift in stock we could truly maximize the value of our donation.”

Fernside 2016 Camp Erin-Cincinnati

Teen Retreaters Finding Their Way

Keith & Natalie Augspurger

Through their Fernside experience including the impact their group leaders had on them:
**Summer Camp Program News**

I did not want to come. Not happy. Upset. Misunderstood. Scared. I felt shy and nervous coming to Fernside:

Describe how you first felt about they first came to Fernside and how they felt. We also ask them to reflect on and it wouldn't help. I thought it would be stupid

**Navigating Grief through Fernside’s Camp Program**

This year, all of our three camps share a similar theme which highlights the connection between grieving children, teens and adults who are finding their way after experiencing a death. Themes help guide activities and discussion as well as offer a creative format to process grief.

Navigating Grief: **Your Map for the Road Ahead**

At this year's summer camp, we encouraged campers to consider the idea that each day provides a new opportunity to navigate life's ups and downs. Sometimes the journey is clear and familiar and sometimes we venture down the road less traveled. The teens identified tools that travelers use when they're lost – tools we could use to help them stay on course.

Necessary Tools to Help Grieving Teens

- **A Compass**: A way of looking at the big picture and understanding the bigger picture of life
- **A Map**: A way to get to where you want to be
- **Street Signs and Maps**: A way to navigate specific situations
- **A Guide**: A way to find your way to others

Navigating New Friendships at Fernside 2016 Camps

**Fernside Thanks**

Cassady Schiller CRNA employees for their $5,000 donation for camper scholarships!

Fernside 2016 Camp Endowment Feeding Their Way

**Ways to Give to Fernside**

An Anonymous Supporter of Fernside

One of the most meaningful gifts can be a gift you give yourself. But in this case, these anonymous donors gifted Fernside! "For my wife's 75th birthday, she suggested that we give each of our children the opportunity to designate a charity or recipient to receive $100 for every year of her life ($7,500) with each naming a beneficiary who will reciprocate the same. This method of giving benefits the donor and Fernside. This method of giving becomes increasingly important in recent years and we've been lucky enough to benefit from some very generous donors including Kirk & Natalie Augspurger. Our family has been a long-time supporter of Fernside, and we've gifted funds to the organization in their name. We've been lucky enough to benefit from some very generous donors including Kirk & Natalie Augspurger.

**Taking Stock!**

I have some shares of stock that I would like to donate to Fernside. This is one of the best and easiest ways to give more and is a win-win for both the donor and Fernside. This method of giving has become increasingly popular in recent years and we've been lucky enough to benefit from some very generous donors including Kirk & Natalie Augspurger. Our family has been a long-time supporter of Fernside. We've been lucky enough to benefit from some very generous donors including Kirk & Natalie Augspurger.

**Gift Giving Gives Back!**

For my wife's 75th birthday, she suggested that we give each of our children the opportunity to designate a charity or recipient to receive $100 for every year of her life ($7,500) with each naming a beneficiary who will reciprocate the same.

**The Next Step, Reading & Lockland**

**American Cancer Society, donating a total of $740 to Fernside!**

**Bump It Up for Charity**

Alexandra, a 2016 graduate of Ross High School (now a Xavier University freshman) attended Fernside with her family after the deaths of her brother and father. With the help of classmate and her Aunt Jena, who coordinated a bake sale, over $2,000 was donated to Fernside!

**The Bump-It-Uppers**

Alexandra, a 2016 graduate of Ross High School (now a Xavier University freshman) attended Fernside with her family after the deaths of her brother and father. With the help of classmate and her Aunt Jena, who coordinated a bake sale, over $2,000 was donated to Fernside!

**The Ribbon Riot**

At Ross High School on March 11, 2016, Coordinated by Fernside alum, Alexandra Jones, the event was a huge success! Alexandra, a 2016 graduate of Ross High School (now a Xavier University freshman) attended Fernside with her family after the deaths of her brother and father. With the help of classmate and her Aunt Jena, who coordinated a bake sale, over $2,000 was donated to Fernside!

**The Bump-It-Uppers**

Katie Griffin, a 2016 graduate of Ross High School (now a Xavier University freshman) attended Fernside with her family after the deaths of her brother and father. With the help of classmate and her Aunt Jena, who coordinated a bake sale, over $2,000 was donated to Fernside!

**The Ribbon Riot**

One year old, Katie Griffin, had been diagnosed with Stage 4 cancer two years ago. She wanted to create a benefit walk which she named The Ribbon Riot, to raise money to find a cure for all cancers after her final day of chemo treatment.

**The Next Step, Reading & Lockland**

High School Walk in the Park

On April 9, 2016, Lockland High School’s Anthony Munoz Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group, came together to raise awareness on suicide prevention by hosting a community walk in Glenwood Gardens. All proceeds raised were donated to Fernside! A big thank you to all our sponsors, along with Reading High School Judge, Anthony Munoz Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group.

**The Next Step, Reading & Lockland**

High School Walk in the Park

On April 9, 2016, Lockland High School’s Anthony Munoz Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group, came together to raise awareness on suicide prevention by hosting a community walk in Glenwood Gardens. All proceeds raised were donated to Fernside! A big thank you to all our sponsors, along with Reading High School Judge, Anthony Munoz Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group, along with Reading High School’s Leadership Group.
Fernside's How to Help Booklet Series

Our How to Help booklets have a new look! These invaluable publications were written to give adults – parents, teachers and helping professionals – information about how children grieve and provide guidance on how to best support them.

To order your free booklet series, contact Sally Ries at 513-246-9300 or email sally@fernside.org.

Welcome to Our Newest Stars!

They may not be on the big screen but for us, they always take center stage, whether working directly with our families or helping out behind the scenes. We want to welcome all of these individuals to Fernside’s award-winning team!

Rona Baker
Alex Balbuz
Elaina Balsamo
Nick Behymer
Chip Berry
Anthony Boncini
Cathy Bowers
Brenda Boyer
Rachel Bunn
Bob Boyer
Mike Bowers
Christa Cherry
Logan Davis
Lisa DeLlardo
Darrell Diller
Grace Denny
Erin Dixon

2015-16 New Volunteers

To Contact Us
Fernside
4600 Cooper Road, Suite 100
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
phone: (513) 246-9300
fax: (513) 246-9303
www.fernside.org
Vicky ONI, MA SPE-C, Executive Director
vicki@fernside.org
Cynthia Kettman, Outreach Coordinator
cynthia@fernside.org
Mary McCutchen, MSW
mary_mccutchen@trihealth.com
Sally Ries
sally@fernside.org
Program Coordinator
Mary Spanel, MSW
amy_spanel@trihealth.com
Danni Willets
liz@footer.seo.com

Volunteer News
Celebrating Our Celebrities!

As we celebrate 30 years, we share this accomplishment with hundreds of volunteers whose loyalty and commitment contributes to our continued success. Fernside volunteers donate 6,633 hours last year! As a way to show our appreciation, we rolled out the red carpet by hosting a party, bringing them all together for a Friday night Happy Hour. To all of our volunteers, past and present, thank you!

(40) Daniel Wolfert, Daniel House & Blake Duvall
(41) Ann Speed, Lisa Thompson & Michelle Fugate

Fernside
4600 Cooper Road, Suite 100
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242

We are very glad to get corrections.
DATED MATERIAL, PLEASE DELIVER PROMPTLY

Fernside: The First Thirty

Thirty Never Looked So Good!

This year marks Fernside’s 30th Anniversary! Even though our mission has remained the same, a lot has changed since we opened our doors. We welcomed 28 children, teens and adults to our first support groups in 1986 and in 2013 we set a record by serving 3,124 youth and adults in support groups alone! Thousands more benefit annually from our Community Outreach Programs. Fernside was truly a grassroots effort and we’ve stayed true to those roots most importantly by continuing to offer all of our services at no cost even as our services grew and expanded.

We are proud of the far-reaching impact we have had at the 2nd oldest children’s grief center in the country by being a role model and offering guidance to new centers across the United States, but we are most proud of the direct impact we have had on the individual lives of the thousands of Greater Cincinnati residents who found a place to grieve at Fernside.

A publication for grieving children and their families.

How to Help Booklet Series

Fernside: The First Thirty

Fernside is a 501(c)(3) organization.

We encourage you to support our mission.

All Grown Up & Talking About Grief

Fernside: Impact Years Later

Earlier this year, we hosted a special presentation for adults as part of our 2016-Listen, Learn...Live Speaker Series. All Grown Up & Talking About Grief featured a panel of Fernside alum who also happen to be current counselors. In sharing their stories, they offered advice and reassurance to adults who are caring for grieving children. Special thanks to our panelists: Cameron Ford, Logan Davis, Mary Kate Fogarty, Tony Martin and TJ Quinn. Their insights and helpful suggestions made the evening meaningful. To read about what our panelists and other Fernside alumni have to say, check out the Fernside Footnotes on our website.

Fernside Akin & Volunteer Family
& 411, Logan, Allie, Tony & Mary Kate Fogarty

“Fernside had a huge impact. It was great to be in a place where you don’t feel so different and you aren’t the girl whose mom died.” — Mary Kate Fogarty

To purchase these and other Fernside publications, visit our website or Amazon.com.

“Just hope that my dreams don’t get old and that some of them will come to pass.” — Rachel Faur, upon approaching retirement in 2007
To Purchase These and Other Fernside Publications, visit our website or Amazon.com.